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WELCOME
From the CEO
I write to you today from a distant and
isolated corner of the world: my home office.
We are now several weeks into the COVID-19
lockdown and I am well and truly feeling the
effects of being physically separated from
my co-workers, friends and extended family.
If you’re anything like me, it’s the little things
that are missed. Going to church and hearing
the voices of the congregation surround
mine in worship, the ability to walk my
grandchildren to a park, or take my wife out
for a fancy dinner, the sounds of friends
gathered for a Sunday afternoon barbeque.
As many have said, these are truly unique
times. But rather than being despondent or
frustrated, I am doing my best to be thankful
for what God is doing in and around me
during this time.
For one, He is reminding me of the incredible
generosity of you - our supporters. Earlier
this year we set out to raise money for a new
flight service for women facing domestic
violence in remote parts of Arnhem Land.
This appeal came into your mailboxes right
as the panic surrounding COVID-19 was at
its peak.
In a time when many Australians took to the
shops to hoard for themselves as much as
they could, you responded to someone else’s
crisis - a crisis far away from your front door.
And you were so generous. It gives me
incredible pleasure to write to you with the
news that we have officially raised the money
required to start this service. You did it! You
have taken down a significant barrier for
women and children who need to leave
violent and dangerous situations. Thank you.
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This situation has also reminded me of what
the people we serve face day in and day out.
MAF is in the business of reaching the
isolated, of drawing near to the socially
distant, of freeing those who are lockeddown by the geographical, social, economic
or political situations thrust upon them.
Experiencing even just the faintest taste of
what they face day in and day out has
reminded me that we must continue to strive
to bring Christ’s love to the most isolated.
Friends, this is a challenging time. We have
had to temporarily close or reduce many of
our services. This has placed enormous
strain on our staff and our balance sheets.
Would you please commit to praying for us
in this time? We simply can not do this
without you.
We continue to pray for you regularly - that
God would fill you with His hope, that He
would supply you with your daily bread and
that you would know His peace - the peace
that passes all understanding.
In His service,

Ian McDougall
CEO, MAF Australia

APPEALS

A HOPE

restored
v

We recently shared with you of the
urgent need to get an emergency
flight program in Arnhem Land up
and running. This program, needed
now more than ever, aims to provide
emergency flights to those escaping
from life-threatening domestic
violence situations.
Our hearts are full of gratitude as we share the
news that this emergency program has now
been fully funded!
Because of your generosity, those fleeing violent
situations will now be able to fly to safe havens
that have been set up in Gove and Elcho Island by
Crisis Accommodation Gove (CAG) and Galiwin’ku
Women’s Space (GWS).
In a time of deep heartache and change, one thing
remains certain - God continues to work through
the generosity of His people to pour out His
abundant grace on those living in great need.

Thank you for
your generosity
Image: Dhämbing, a member of
Galiwin’ku Women’s Space(GWS)
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FROM THE
FIRST DAY
UNTIL

no w

Story Rich Thompson
Photos Brad Conomy, Dave Sheerman, Matt Carvosso

For the past 8 years, I’ve been making short films for MAF.
It’s my job to try to capture the incredible impact a single
MAF flight can make to a remote community. In doing so,
I’ve been able to witness extraordinary change. I have tasted
the clean water flowing out of a filtration system we helped
deliver in South Bangladesh. I have experienced the smile
of an East Timorese man who has just had his cataracts
removed. I have seen unbridled joy in the faces of Yolgnu
children as they proudly show off their school building. I

have sat alongside a mum-to-be from Papua New Guinea
as she is delivered to hospital; flown over the mountains
that could have spelt her doom.
And I have begun to understand - just a little more - what
it really means to be isolated.
I’ve been stranded overnight in the Himalayas and forced
to stay with monks in a Buddhist monastery; discovering
just how hard food can be to come by. I’ve had to take
a torturous 8-hour drive when the 30
min MAF flight was cancelled due to bad
weather. I’ve met men and women in the
mountains of Lesotho, Africa, who are too
afraid to talk seriously about Jesus for fear
of ex-communication.
Every time I leave for one of these
assignments I come back more
passionate than ever before about what
we - collectively - are able to do (and
therefore must do) in bringing hope and
transformation to the isolated. So, when
I got together with my dear friends and
co-workers from various MAF offices
around the world to talk about the 75thanniversary film, I knew we needed to do
something special.
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SCRIPTING OUR STORY
Over the course of 6 months and many, many Zoom calls,
a script began to solidify around a key piece of scripture:
I always pray with joy because of your partnership in the
gospel from the first day until now. Philippians 1:4-5
From the very first day that MAF was conceived, until
this very moment, the ministry of MAF has existed as a
partnership. A partnership between pilots, engineers
and support staff, between communities, churches,
governments and NGOs, between people who pray, give
and write letters of encouragement. We all come together
- all of us - to see isolated lives spiritually and physically
transformed in Jesus’ name.
We set out to tell the story of one man, from somewhere
deep in the hills of PNG, or perhaps Papua. Over the space
of 3 minutes, we would follow his life, starting when - as a
little boy - he first came into contact with MAF. We would
then see him in a few of his significant moments: when the
community first receives translated scriptures; when the
materials arrive to build their school; when one of their
young children needs a medevac.
COMMUNITY LIVING
In order to tell this story, we realised we needed a
community that would wrap their arms around the project.
It would require us staying with them for a week, so they
had to be enthused about the production!

After working closely with the MAF PNG team - and in
particular their Comms Officer, Mandy Glass - we settled on
Lapalama, a remote community in the Highlands of PNG.
For the past 60 years, this community has experienced the
joy of partnering with MAF. So, when we sent the translated
storyboard to them, they understood immediately what
we were attempting to do.
After much anticipation (and pre-production) we arrived
at the village and were greeted very warmly indeed. Over
the course of the week, we worked hard together and came
to enjoy each other’s company deeply.
I will leave this article here and point you now to a webpage
where we have put up the short film. We have also put up
a little behind the scenes video so you can get a bit more
of an idea of the way the community came together so
well for this!
Grab a coffee and type in:
www.maf.org.au/fromthefirstdayuntilnow/. Enjoy!

Rich Thompson is the former Media and Comms
Manager for MAF Australia. He is now Creative
Director of Cadence Media, a creative agency
committed to social good.
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THE HOPE FOR
COMMUNICATION
As a result of COVID-19, many
believers around the world have had
a small glimpse into the challenges
that isolation presents to Christian
community and fellowship.
For Pastor Jinga and his family, living
in remote Papua New Guinea, this
was a challenge they faced daily. Until
one day, a humble radio changed
everything.

Story and images by: Lukas Schadegg
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Pastor Jinga and his family are missionaries that have
lived and worked independently in Biaidi for the last three
years. Biaidi is a day’s walk from Sirisiri at Goodenough
Bay in the Milne Bay Province of Papua New Guinea. This
area is very much controlled by animism belief and very
few Christians are found there.
By God’s Grace, the Jinga family managed to establish
the first EBC Church (Evangelical Brotherhood Church)
in Biaidi a few years ago.
Without any means of communication nearby, it was
very difficult for the Jinga family to keep in touch with
other Christians, families and the EBC headquarter.
The only way to receive communication was to travel
to town, and that was a long distance away from where
they reside and to get there would cost another expense.
Sometimes they would try to get a mobile phone signal
after half a day’s walk up the mountain. However, this
was mostly unsuccessful.
HOPE ARRIVES IN BIAIDI
When I arrived at the village to install the HF radio, the
pastor’s wife started to cry as finally the so long hoped
for communication had arrived in their community.
After two long years, they would now be able to share
their struggles, challenges and prayer points with other
Christians and get the moral support from the EBC
headquarter they had so longed for. And in addition to
that, it has also become easier for communication in
cases of medical emergencies.

GOD’S STEADFAST PRESENCE
Despite the many challenges that the Jinga family and
the Biaidi people have to endure, the Lord continues to
help them in so many ways by demonstrating His mighty
power. There was a time when their youngest son broke
his collar bone. People from the surrounding communities
offered to help with magic, but Pastor Jinga refused and
prayed to God. The Lord showed up and healed his young
boy miraculously.
Please pray with us for the strengthening of the church
at Biaidi and for the people there to be set free from the
darkness and fear that rule their lives. They are even afraid
to go out to the toilets at night because they believe they
will die if they get touched by fireflies. This superstition
comes from the belief that fireflies possess magical
powers. We pray and believe that Christ Jesus alone can
bring peace, as we believers believe, and know, that He
rules over all the powers and principalities of this world.

THE POWER OF AN ANSWERED PRAYER
This small radio was a big answer to prayer, not only
for Pastor Jinga’s family but for the wider community of
Biaidi as well. MAF Technologies are so thankful for MAF
supporters for their support and generosity.
For Pastor Jinga and his family, this radio is a source of
hope and a reminder that they are not alone in their
mission work in Biaidi. They are now able to connect to
the outside world and get both physical and spiritual
support through radio communication.
Thank you for making hope like this possible!

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:
Pastor Jinga, his family and the community of Biaidi
celebrate the opening of the new EBC church; The new EBC
Church in Biaidi; Lukas installs the HF radio in Biaidi with the
helping hands of the Biaidi people; Pastor Jinga (in the beige
shirt) pictured with his family.
*The radio fitted at the EBC headquarters was donated by John
Powell, a MAF supporter and volunteer who sadly passed away
before hearing the joy his donation has brought.
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MAF ’S IMPACT IN NUMBERS
MAF has been helping communities overcome barriers of
isolation for 75 years - from physical to the emotional, we exist
to close that gap. In 2019, because of your support, we were
able to continue the work of bringing hope to some of the most
isolated communities in the world.
Every flight flown, every passenger transported, every man,
woman and child reached in 2019 was only possible because of
your faithful prayers and abundant generosity. Thank you.

WITH YOUR HELP
WE ACHIEVED IN

2019
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MAF WORLDWIDE

52,000

39,500

149K

5M KG

34

FLIGHTS
FLOWN

HOURS
FLOWN

PASSENGERS
TRANSPORTED

FREIGHT
CARRIED

COUNTRIES
REACHED
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S TA FF S TO R I E S

Interview:

STEVEN BIGGS
ON COVID-19 IN LIBERIA
Interviewed by Emily Davies

In this interview, MAF pilot Steven Biggs shares his
recent experience in flying a suspected COVID-19 patient
to Zwedru- a city in Liberia’s east, for testing.

ground there for three and a half hours and they took a
sample from this lady but then they also, while they were
there, checked quite a few other people.

ED: Could you start by sharing the COVID-19 flight that you
did on Saturday, 28th March 2020?

The patient was tested and fortunately the results came
back negative, and there are no cases that we’re aware of
in Zwedru, which is wonderful.

SB: I was still in bed when I received a message from Leon
[Prinsloo, Acting Country Director] who got a call from
the director of the Liberian Airport Authority (LAA), and
asked us if we could go to Zwedru which is in Grand Gedeh
County, right up bordering with the Ivory Coast. It’s about
an hour and ten minute flight from here in our aircraft but
it’s more than a 20-hour drive in a vehicle.
I got ready and went straight to the airport. I was met
there by the the Director of the LAA himself, who told
me that he had a phone call from the President of Liberia
(George Weah) at 5am and said ‘can you please organise
a flight? We have someone we believe has symptoms of
the coronavirus and we need to get them tested urgently.’
The reason it’s so urgent is that in a country like Liberia
where people are so isolated, if it does hit a place like
Zwedru, they are not able to self-isolate because there’s
20 people living in one house with only two bedrooms.
People would just die. It would be a real disaster because
there’s no proper healthcare there. And there is no way
for them to get into Monrovia because of the length of the
drive, or just the ability for them to pay to get a taxi which
would be way too much for them, and there is no way for
them to fly in and out.
I rushed and got the aeroplane ready. Then three Ministry
of Health workers, including a doctor, arrived at the airport
and I flew them straight out to Zwedru. I waited on the
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ED: THAT IS A RELIEF NO ONE WAS POSITIVE. BUT WHAT
CAN WE PRAY FOR?
SB: Please pray for Liberia as a country, that they are able to
come together – like in every other country – that they can
come together and do what is required, do what is asked
of them, so that we can flatten this curve like everyone
keeps saying.
For MAF staff, we would love prayer for wisdom in our
decisions, we want prayer for safety obviously, but also
for wisdom that we can decide how we can properly use
the resources God’s given us to be as effective as possible
in a country where we are so vital. And because we are
so vital, it’s sometimes really difficult to know where to
properly use our resources.
ED: WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHARE ANY FINAL THOUGHTS?
I think the work that MAF are doing in Liberia is being
noticed, and I think that is all glory to God and huge thanks
to God and to MAF donors and everyone who is able to
have us here and doing what we do this at this time. It’s
humbling, it’s a privilege really.

IMAGES CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:
Pilot Steven Biggs; Pilot Steven Biggs landed in Zwedru;
MAF team with COVI-19 response team in Liberia.

URGENT
APPEAL
In the response to
Covid-19, MAF is in
need of funding for
the following:
• Flights for Medical teams and test kits
to quickly test patients with suspected
COVID-19
• Distribution of equipment to facilitate
hand washing and good hygiene practices
in remote communities.
The current need is $50,000AUD.
To help us with this, please visit:
maf.org.au/covid or call 1800 650 169

S TA FF S TO R I E S

EXPERIENCING
ISOL ATION:
LESSONS FROM
MAF FIELD STAFF
COVID-19 has plunged our world
into an unprecedented level of
isolation. From social distancing to
complete lockdown, many
communities are being faced with
the daily challenges that come with
isolation, for the first time.
We asked our MAF staff, who are no
strangers to life in isolation, to share
what helps them overcome these
challenges to find comfort and joy
in God.

Tom and Gemma Meeks, serving
in Papua New Guinea
What is a bible passage that encourages you in
difficult seasons?
Gemma: For me it would definitely be 2 Corinthians
12:9 which has always been one of my favourite
bible verses. His Grace is sufficient for me for His
power is made perfect in His weakness. So when I feel
like I’m not coping and I’m not strong enough and
I can’t do it, I know that that’s okay because that’s
when His strength comes in.
Tom: I think for me it’s Joshua Chapter 1. In the
chapter God is telling Joshua to be strong and
courageous, He tells him at least three times. It’s
about staying the course that’s what we do in times
when we feel isolated. We know that God has called
us to a purpose, and we need to be strong and
courageous and stay the course, and that’s been
encouraging to me.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

Tom and Gemma Meeks with their children; Ryan and
Anna Cuthel with their three children; Painting by Anton
Zhang on solitude; Anton Zhang at Padstow Chinese
Congregational Church.
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Written by Anton Zhang, serving
as a Pilot in Arnhem Land

Written by Ryan and Anna Cuthel,
serving in Kenya, Africa

“I have been living in remote Arnhem Land for the
last year. For the first six months I lived alone, but
now I’m sharing a house with my cat Ginger, so I’m no
stranger to living in isolation and I’d like to share with
you my thoughts on this from my perspective as a
single missionary. Firstly, I’d like to make a distinction
between two terms: isolation and solitude. Isolation
is a state of being alone that is a product of our
circumstances and perhaps didn’t come by choice;
it is not what we’d prefer, but rather is something to
‘deal with’, ‘cope with’, and ‘overcome’. Solitude on the
other hand, is when we choose to be alone for certain
purposes. And as I’ve journeyed with God, I’ve gradually
come to see solitude as a spiritual discipline. Of course,
Scripture calls us to connect with God in community,
but it also calls us to do so in the quietness of solitude.
At times, we need to stop what we’re doing, to take
ourselves away from the busyness of our lives, so that
we can “Be still and know that I am God” (Ps 46:10).
Jesus calls us to shut the door of our room and to pray
in secret (Matt 6:6), and he himself often retreated into
solitude to commune with the Father (Matt 14:23; Mark
1:35, 6:46; Luke 5:16, 9:18). So one of the ways that I’ve
been coping with isolation is by turning my isolation
into moments of solitude through which I commune
with God, one on one. In these times, I take my mind to
the peace of the wilderness, free from distraction, and
free to think upon the things of God (Phil 4:8). As part of
this discipline, my solitary activities include: prayer and
reflection, journaling, reading, playing the piano, and
doing art, to the glory of God.

Anna shares: I find in hard times like these, it’s helpful
to try to live day-by-day, without trying to plan or worry
too far into the future. On that note, I’ve always loved
Psalm 143:8 NIV-”Let the morning bring me word of
your unfailing love, for I have put my trust in you. Show
me the way I should go, for to you I entrust my life”. By
bringing things back to this moment, this dawn, this
day, it helps to contain worry and help you focus on
God’s goodness in this morning, that birdsong, this
fresh start.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
75TH ANNIVERSARY GALA DINNER:NEW DATE
Due to COVID-19 and current restrictions around social gatherings, the MAF 75th
Anniversary Gala Dinner has been rescheduled to Saturday 5th June, 2021.
For existing ticket holders, you would have now received further information
regarding your tickets.
If you have any questions, please contact the MAF office on 02 8014 6450.

RIDE FOR FUEL
At this stage in time, we are still planning to go ahead with
two spectacular Ride for Fuel events later this year - a
6-day ride across Adelaide in October and a 4-day MTB
through Tasmania in December.
CMYK
COLOURS

To find out how you can get involved to ride or support a
rider, please go to: www.rideforfuel.maf.org.au

C: 100 M: 57 Y: 0 K: 40
C: 5 M: 100 Y: 71 K: 22
C: 0 M: 1 Y: 0 K: 51

MAF ADVOCATES
MAF Australia is looking for advocates!
If you’re passionate about the work of MAF and have a heart to tell
others about the life-transforming work, we’d love to hear from you!
Please phone 1800 650 169 or email maf@maf.org.au

C O M PA S S C R E AT I V E S T U D I O I N C

title:

BEQUEST: TRANSFORM LIVES
WITH A GIFT IN YOUR WILL
2 0 1 -3 2 2 8 sou th serv ic e rd

client:

bu rl in g ton , on L 7 N 3 H8

date:

www.c ompa ssc rea tiv e.c a

d e s i g n e r (s):

M A F L O G O W I T H TA G - C M Y K
Mi s s i o n Avi at i o n Fe llo w s hi p
June 2012
Jas o n B o uw m an

If and when the time is right for you to include a gift to a charity
in your Will, please remember MAF. After you have provided for
your family, a gift to MAF in your Will, whatever size, will make a
real difference to the remote and isolated people.
For further information and resources, please contact Edgar
Voigts (Relationship Manager) on 1800 650 169 or
e-mail: edgar.voigts@maf.org.au

SERVE WITH US
“Joy is the serious business of heaven” – C. S. Lewis
In challenging times it is important to remember that to
the Christian, joy is always accessible. Challenges continue
to immerge and present itself around the world which
has further increased the need for the ministry of MAF in
many locations. We have opportunities for experienced pilots
(500+ hrs), aircraft maintenance engineers and operational
management staff among others. Please head over to
our vacancy page to see how you can partner with us:
maf.org.au/vacancies/current-vacancies

they return to WA. We’ve welcomed Melissa Barclay to the
Arnhem Land program to help support our families which
will be a huge blessing to the program.
If you’d like to connect with us about any of our vacancies
or to simply talk about what working with MAF is like,
please reach out. You can email personnel@maf.org.au
or call 1800 650 169 and someone in our recruitment team
would be happy to help.

Kuren Galant
Recruitment Manager

We have also had to say goodbye to staff over the last
while. Aaron and Katie Rigg have completed their service
in the Arnhem Land program and we wish them well as

CRITICAL VACANCIES
Management

Engineering

Program Director
Arnhem Land

Aircraft Engineer - Training Specialist
Bangladesh
Chief Engineer
Chad

Program Manager
Angola

Chief Engineer
Liberia

Country Director
Liberia
Country Director
Timor-Leste

Pilot

Experienced Mission Pilot (Float Plane)
South Sudan
Experienced Mission Pilot
Bangladesh
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COVID-19 APPEAL
WE NEED YOUR HELP
Your donation will help us:
• Fly medical teams and test kits to quickly
test patients with suspected COVID-19
• Distribute equipment to facilitate hand
washing and good hygiene practices in
remote communities
• Help us set up safety measures in our
aircraft and bases to protect MAF staff
from the virus

To help us, please visit:
maf.org.au/covid or call 1800 650 169
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